b. good vogel

jazzaﬃne songs and grooves;
[electro/acoustic duo]

With their brand new project, „b. good vogel,“ Marc Vogel and Lukas Schiemer, aka Barry Good,
combine modern jazz with popular groove music. Heavy contrasts stimulate senses and mood
when elements like improvisation and slam poetry encounter conventional song structures,
which, in turn, get together with groove and jazz.
Starting from their minimalistic acoustic setup, drums and saxophone, the musicians set foot on
new terrain. Voice, synths, samples and loops are captured, generated and modiﬁed via
masterkeyboard, sample pad and computer.
The use of extended electronics make it possible to increase the intimacy of the duo-setup to a
seemingly far bigger ensemble - without loosing its charm of authenticity and live-ness. The
Austrian musicians are currently living in Vienna.
Demanding, acute, true to feeling.
[english, german, dialect]
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Lukas Schiemer
Was born 1982 in Bregenz, and currently lives as an independent artist, composer, songwriter,
pedagogue and musician in Vienna, Austria. As a saxophonist, pianist, actor and singer Lukas
Schiemer is involved in various, mostly musical, projects. 2007 he ﬁnished his studies for a
bachelor of arts, specializing in the jazz saxophone, at the private university "Konservatorium
Wien". He ﬁnished his second bachelor studies of Instrumental and Singing Pedagogics with
Wolfgang Puschnig in March 2012, at the University for Music and Performing Arts Vienna, and
continued with the corresponding master degree with Klaus Dickbauer.
He has composed for various theaters as the Luisenburger Festspiele (DE), Tiroler
Volksschauspiele (AUT), the Landestheater Niederbayern (DE) and the Landestheater Vorarlberg
(AUT).
Artist Homepage
Marc Vogel
Former student at the Jazz department of the Musicuniversity in Graz, with the main subject
being Drum Set. The release of two albums, and an intense phase of touring (i. a. Kasachstan,
Kirgisistan, Greece, Italy, Norway, Senegal, Indonesia, Kenia, Iceland, Argentinia, Chile) with the
HDV Trio (Helbock-Dietrich-Vogel-Trio), was followed by a one year stay in Athens/Greece,
combined with a musical time-out.
He’s back with fresh mind and new drive. Intermediate stop in Berlin, recalibration.
Currently living in Vienna.
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efende@gmail.com

